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Differential diffusion in low Reynolds number water jets
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Experimental data on differential diffusion between two species with large and quite disparate
Schmidt numbers were obtained in a turbulent water jet by optically measuring the two species
concentrations simultaneously. Experimental conditions were chosen so that the species were dilute
and did not affect the water density thereby avoiding inertial effects. Differential diffusion was
found to be significant in magnitude, even in the absence of these effects. Schmidt number ratios of
4 and 18 were considered. Differential diffusion was found to be statistically significant and to
manifest at scales larger than the computed Batchelor scale. In some instances the concentration
signal for the species with larger diffusivity was simply a blurred version of the other, while in other
instances structures present in one signal were completely absent from the other. This second
observation, presumably a more complex effect due to diffusion across velocity gradients, is
discussed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-6631~98!00105-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The transport and mixing of scalar quantities in flu
flows is a frequently studied phenomenon. The effect of
dimensionless diffusion coefficient~Schmidt number in the
case of species concentration and Prandtl number in the
of temperature! on the time evolution, physical structure an
statistical characteristics of the passive scalar field in fl
flows represents an important part of the fluid mechan
literature. Much less studied is the instantaneous relation
between multiple scalars transported in a fluid flow. Phys
systems rarely involve the transport of a single scalar qu
tity. In combustion and reacting flows, oceanographic flow
atmospheric flows, as well as in biological flows, a pletho
of species are simultaneously transported. Frequently it is
instantaneous ratio or difference between two or more sc
quantities which determines important characteristics in s
flows. For example in combustion and reacting flows, kno
edge of the means and higher order moments of the rea
concentrations is not sufficient for predicting the rate of
action. Rather, at any given location in the flow, it is t
instantaneous concentrations of the reactants which d
mines the system reaction rate.

The diffusion coefficients of species in multi-compone
transport systems are, in general, not equal and therefore
concentration fields of these scalar quantities can evolve
ferently. For example two species A and B, initially compr
ing a homogeneous mixture~and therefore completely corre
lated, initially!, which is introduced into a flow can evolv
into concentration fieldscA(x,t) andcB(x,t) which are dif-
ferent, due to differences in their diffusion coefficients. Th
process is termed differential diffusion~sometimes ‘‘prefer-
ential diffusion’’!, and represents one mechanism by wh
initially correlated scalar quantities can become decorrela
in fluid flows. A brief review of the experimental and the

a!Current address: Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375
1131070-6631/98/10(5)/1135/12/$15.00
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retical work on differential diffusion is now presented.
Within the field of combustion, many models rely on th

assumption that differential diffusion is negligible. The
models employ the so-called ‘‘equal-diffusivity theory’’ o
‘‘conserved scalar approach.’’ The assumption of equal d
fusion coefficients among all species reduces the combus
problem from one governed by many coupled equatio
each having a reaction source term, to one with a sin
equation without a reaction source term, greatly simplifyi
the modeling of reacting flows. Use of the conserved sca
approach is justified by arguing that, for large Reyno
numbers, the effect of molecular diffusion will only be ob
served in the high wave number end of the spectrum,
that means, variances, and covariances will be unaffecte
differential diffusion.

The validity of this assumption at moderate and sm
Reynolds number has been questioned.1–4 Experimental evi-
dence exists which supports this concern for the validity
the conserved scalar model. Drake and co-workers5,6 per-
formed experiments in laminar, transitional, and turbule
diffusion hydrogen/air flames and observed deviations
large as 50% between measured concentrations and adia
equilibrium predictions for the laminar flame, which the
attributed to differential diffusion. Bilger2 developed a mode
for differential diffusion in a turbulent diffusion flame an
applied it to the experimental conditions of Drakeet al.5 and
obtained similar results. Bilger1 recast the data of Tsuji an
Yamaoka7 for a methane diffusion flame and found differe
tial diffusion effects as large as 18%. Evidence for the ex
tence of differential diffusion in flames has also been o
served by other researchers, for example Vranoset al.8 in
hydrogen/methane turbulent jet flames and Masriet al.9 in
hydrogen/carbon dioxide diffusion flames.

Nonreacting or ‘‘cold’’ flows have been used to stud
differential diffusion. Bilger and Dibble3 numerically simu-
lated a nonreacting jet consisting of a hydrogen/prop
mixture at a Reynolds number of 2700. The variablez
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics

o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcpyrts.html.
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z5z i2z j , ~1!

was proposed to quantify differential diffusion effects b
tween speciesi and j . Here

z i5
Yi2Yi2

Yi12Yi2
, ~2!

Yi is the mass fraction of speciesi andYi1 andYi2 are the
mass fractions of speciesi in the nozzle fluid and surround
ing fluid, respectively. The average value ofz varied from a
minimum of 20.005 to a maximum of 0.01, and the roo
mean-square value~rms! of z varied from zero to a maxi-
mum of 0.004. Kersteinet al.10 studied a nonreacting je
consisting of a hydrogen/Freon 22 mixture, having a noz
Reynolds number of 20 000. The mean values forz were
close to zero, while the rms ofz was on the order of 0.05 in
regions near the nozzle exit (x/d55). An important conclu-
sion drawn from this work is that differential diffusion ca
have significant effects on species concentrations in flo
even for high~Re520 000! Reynolds numbers.

Smith et al.4 measured differential diffusion in a nonre
acting turbulent jet, where the nozzle fluid consisted o
mixture of hydrogen and carbon dioxide, showing that
average value ofz became negligible above a jet Reynol
number of 1000, while the rms ofz was significant up to the
largest Reynolds number investigated, Re564 000.

Differential diffusion has also been investigated usi
numerical models. Kerstein has developed a linear-e
model of turbulent transport and has applied it to differen
diffusion,10,11 and Yeung and Pope12 have performed direc
numerical simulations of differential diffusion in isotrop
turbulence. Chen13 simulated differential diffusion statistic
in homogeneous turbulence.

In all of the experiments described above~both reacting
and nonreacting! differential diffusion between two concen
trated species was investigated. That is, the species u
study are not dilute tracers being transported by a carrier
but rather comprise a large fraction~or all! of the flow. It is
important to note several points with respect to this fa
First, concentrated mixtures of species having different d
sities can create density gradients as the process of diffe
tial diffusion proceeds.14 Stated another way, differential dif
fusion between concentrated species can result in den
gradients in a flow which initially had none. The swirlin
motions characteristic of many flows will act on such dens
gradients to separate the lighter species from the hea
ones. This effect is referred to as an ‘‘inertial effect’’ and t
separation of species by this effect is referred to as ‘‘iner
separation.’’~It should be noted that the term ‘‘inertial e
fects’’ sometimes refers to the deviation of particle pa
from continuum streamlines in a particle-laden flow. Our u
of this term pertains only to inertial separation of continuu
species and not particles.! The presence of inertial effects i
experiments designed to provide a better understandin
combustion is not necessarily bad, since inertial effects
certainly present in combustion systems. However, in ot
applications differential diffusion occurs where there are
inertial effects. For example, differential diffusion in env
ronmental flows such as that which occurs between spe
Downloaded 01 Nov 2000  to 130.127.12.50.  Redistribution subject t
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such as ozone, carbon monoxide, NOx , etc. downstream of a
point sources of pollution is a dilute differential diffusio
problem. This is also true of pollutant dispersal in wa
flows. Indeed, even in combustion, differential diffusion m
occur between certain species which are dilute and wh
inertial effects are absent. Hence, experiments in the abs
of inertial effects are needed for obtaining a better und
standing of differential diffusion in dilute systems.

In addition to the practical need for understanding d
ferential diffusion in dilute systems, a related, fundamen
question needs to be addressed. Inertial separation of sp
acts to enhance differential diffusion. Hence, it is possi
that in the experimental studies performed to date, differ
tial diffusion acted to create a very small~perhaps unmea
surable! separation of species which was subsequently a
plified to an observable level by inertial separation. T
primary motivation of the present work is to address t
point. Namely, does a significant and observable amoun
differential diffusion exist in the absence of inertial effec
and if so, is there a difference in the characteristics of diff
ential diffusion in a dilute system?

The second objective of this research was to determ
qualitatively whether pure differential diffusion manifes
only within diffusive length and time scales~i.e., the Batch-
elor scale!, or on much larger scales. This is important sin
an argument in favor of equal-diffusivity modeling is th
any difference in diffusion coefficients will have effec
which are observable only at scales smaller than the cha
teristic diffusive scale. Hence, any indication that different
diffusion has effects on larger scales would warrant rec
sideration of this assumption. While the notion of a Batc
elor scale15 is somewhat ambiguous in the low Reynol
number flow considered here, qualitative comparisons w
the computed Batchelor scale can be made.

To address the points described above, we have inve
gated differential diffusion effects in a low-Reynold
number turbulent jet where the nozzle-fluid consisted o
dilute, homogeneous mixture of two scalar species hav
substantially different diffusion coefficients. A jet was ch
sen for study because it is a classical flow with we
understood properties, and because it has frequently b
used as an experimental and theoretical model for differen
diffusion in combustion research. The concentration sign
of the two species comprising the nozzle fluid have be
measured simultaneously. To eliminate inertial effects
have considered a water flow where the species were fl
rescent dyes, dissolved at extremely small concentrations
the experiments presented herein, the presence of these
altered the fluid density by less than 0.001%, thereby eli
nating the possibility of inertial separation. Because b
species had the same boundary and initial conditions,
difference in the concentration fields of these two spec
was due solely to differential diffusion.

For this simple situation, the equation governing t
transport of a passive scalar is

]c

]t
5D¹2c2u•¹c, ~3!
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcpyrts.html.
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wherec is the species concentration,u the velocity vector,t
time, andD the diffusion coefficient for the species. In d
mensionless form Eq.~3! becomes

]C

]T
5

1

Re Sc
¹2C2U•¹C, ~4!

where U5u/u0 , T5tu0 /d and C5c/c0. Here u0 is the
nozzle exit velocity,d the nozzle diameter andc0 the nozzle
concentration; Re5u0d/n is the nozzle Reynolds number,n
is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, and Sc5n/D is the
Schmidt number.

Writing Eq. ~4! for speciesC1 and C2 and subtracting
one from the other, we obtain

]z

]T
5F¹2C1

Pe1
2

¹2C2

Pe2
G1U•~¹C22¹C1!, ~5!

where Pe is the Peclet number, Pe5Re Sc. Equation~5!
demonstrates that the temporal changes ofz, at any given
location in the flow, is governed by Pe. It is noted that use
water as a carrier fluid renders the magnitude of the Pe
numbers used in this study much larger than those which
observed in combustion studies. This point will be furth
addressed in Section IV.

This paper is organized as follows; Section II conta
details of the experimental methods. Sections III, IV and
describe, respectively, the results, their discussion and
conclusions reached from the study.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

A. Fluid dynamical aspects

The experiments described here were all done in a w
jet. The jet emerged from a 50 ml glass burette with a noz
diameter of 1.6 mm. As shown in Fig. 1, the jet entered a
liter water tank just below the water surface, and center
measurements were made 147 nozzle diameters downstr
The nozzle exit velocity was 27 cm/sec, giving a Reyno
number Re5430. The jet was gravity-fed and the hea
changed by about 1% during the course of an experime
run. The flow was allowed to come to steady state bef

FIG. 1. Top and side views of jet setup.
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data acquisition began. The jet was turbulent at the meas
ment station. Typical studies of turbulent jets employ Re
nolds numbers which are larger than that chosen for
study. The relatively low Reynolds number was chosen h
because of experimental constraints due to resolution of
small-scale structures in the flow. Since part of the moti
tion for performing these experiments concerns diffus
flames, it is worth noting that many laboratory flames are
low or moderate Reynolds number~e.g. Drakeet al.5!, and
some are laminar~e.g. Tsuji and Yamaoka7!.

The tank fluid was tap water filtered by a cellulo
particle/rust filter~Aqua Pure AP124H/C! and an activated
charcoal filter~Aqua Pure AP117! arranged in series. The je
fluid consisted of a dilute, homogeneous mixture of two flu
rescing dyes dissolved in deionized water. Care was take
ensure that the tank and jet fluid were at the same temp
ture so that natural convection did not occur. A solution
the fluorescent dye basic blue 3~Sigma Chemical Co. 359.9
g/mole! was mixed with a solution of either disodium fluo
rescein~Fisher Scientific Co. 376.3 g/mole! or fluorescein
dextran~Molecular Probes Inc. 70 000 g/mole! to create the
nozzle fluid. The nozzle fluid concentrations were 531025

moles/liter~M! for basic blue 3, 1027 M for fluorescein dex-
tran and 1026 M for disodium fluorescein. For a few runs th
fluorescein dextran concentration was 1028 M and the diso-
dium fluorescein concentration was 1027 M. There was no
difference between the results obtained from these runs
the regular runs. The diffusion coefficients and Schm
numbers for all three dyes in water are given in Table I. T
diffusion coefficient for disodium fluorescein was taken fro
the measurements of Quinnet al.16 The diffusion coefficients
for fluorescein dextran and basic blue 3 were obtained fr
the Stokes–Einstein estimation for a disk-shaped ellipso
molecule.17

The experiments were divided in two groups. In grou
the jet fluid consisted of a dilute mixture of basic blue 3 a
disodium fluorescein, giving a Schmidt number ratio of 4.
group II, a dilute mixture of fluorescein dextran and ba
blue 3 was used, giving a Schmidt number ratio of 18.

B. Optical aspects

Measurements of the dye concentration were made
using laser induced fluorescence~LIF! techniques. The opti-
cal setup used for the measurements is shown in Fig. 2.
488 nm line of an argon ion laser beam~Coherent, Innova
90! was used as the excitation source. The laser beam
reflected from a mirror and directed at an optical chop
which was used to pulse the laser, thereby minimizing
photobleaching of the dyes as will be discussed below. T

TABLE I. Diffusion coefficients and Schmidt numbers in water for fluore
cent dyes. A nominal viscosity for water of 1026 m2/s was used to compute
Sc.

Dye D ~m2/s! Sc

Disodium Fluorescein 8.2310210 1200
Basic Blue 3 2.3310210 4400
Fluorescein Dextran 1.3310211 77 000
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcpyrts.html.
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1138 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 10, No. 5, May 1998 J. R. Saylor and K. R. Sreenivasan
laser beam was expanded by a factor of 10 and subsequ
focused by a 50 mm camera lens~L1! to a small volume at
the measurement location within the jet. The fluorescent
diation emitted by the dyes in the measurement volume
collected by another 50 mm camera lens~L2! which focused
the light onto a pinhole with a diameter of 300mm. Light
passing through the pinhole was collected and focused
lens L3. This light was split by a beam splitter so that t
image of the pinhole was focused onto two identical pho
multiplier tubes ~Hamamatsu, R928!. Optical filters were
placed in front of the photomultiplier tubes~PMTs! so that
the light corresponding to only one of the dyes was sen
by each PMT.

The dye fluorescence spectra were measured usin
fluorescence spectrophotometer~Perkin-Elmer 650-40! with
the excitation wavelength set at 488 nm. The spectra w
repeatable and showed little variation with concentration
the levels used in the present experiments. The fluoresc
spectra for disodium fluorescein and fluorescein dextran
plotted in Fig. 3. These spectra are virtually identical, hav
peaks separated by only 5 nm, and can be considered
same for present purposes. The fluorescence spectra fo
sodium fluorescein and oxazine-1 perchlorate~Eastman
Kodak Co. 423.9 g/mole! are given in Fig. 4. Oxazine-1
perchlorate is optically identical to basic blue 3 and was u
in a few preliminary experiments. However, its use was li
ited because of its prohibitive cost. The fluorescence emi
by fluorescein or fluorescein dextran was green in color
was recorded by one of the PMTs~to be designated the
‘‘green’’ PMT!, while the fluorescence emitted by basic bl
3 appeared dark red in color and was recorded by the o
PMT ~the ‘‘red’’ PMT!. Separation of these two signals w
achieved using optical filters. A green short-wave-pass in
ference filter which blocked all red fluorescence, and a y
low glass filter which blocked all scattered laser light, we
placed in front of the opening to the green PMT. A red gla
filter which blocked green fluorescence as well as scatte
laser light was placed in front of the red PMT. The transm

FIG. 2. Optical setup. See text for details.
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sion characteristics of these three filters, as obtained dire
from the manufacturer, are superimposed with the dye fl
rescence spectra in Fig. 4. Optical crosstalk was less than
of the primary signal.

The location of lens L2~Fig. 2! with respect to the mea
surement volume and the pinhole was such that the imag
the measurement volume was magnified by a factor of 9.
image of the waist of the laser beam, which comprised
measurement volume, fit completely within the diameter
the pinhole. Hence, the diameter of the laser beam at
point was less than 300mm/9, or 33 mm. Assuming the
cross-section of the laser beam at its waist to be circular,
using the fact that the pinhole itself is circular, one estima
that the measurement resolution is less than 33mm in all
directions.

FIG. 3. Fluorescence intensity versus wavelength. -1- disodium fluorescein;
-*- fluorescein dextran.

FIG. 4. Fluorescence intensity and transmissivity versus wavelength.1-
disodium fluorescein; -o- oxazine-1 perchlorate and basic blue 3; . . .
filter; - - yellow filter; -#- green filter.
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcpyrts.html.
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C. Data acquisition and signal processing

Although the laser was pulsed, data were taken cont
ously at a rate of 250 kHz per channel for both chann
Consequently, the data file obtained during a run was a
ally a pulse train, with an inter-pulse space populated by
background. Within each pulse, the pulse height was pro
tional to the dye concentration. In Fig. 5~a!, the first three
pulses obtained from the green PMT during a sample jet
are presented along with a magnified view of the first pu
in Fig. 5~b!. Each pulse consists of 32 points. To increase
signal to noise ratio, all points within each pulse were av
aged. This averaging was done in post-processing mode
program which identified the pulses by means of a us
defined threshold as a pulse identification criterion. T
threshold was set to a level just above the noise floor. A
result of this conditional sampling, events where both ch
nels had a zero-concentration signal, or a signal compar
in magnitude to the noise level, were not recorded. This

FIG. 5. Fluorescence pulses from the green channel of a sample jet ru~a!
first three pulses from the sample run, and~b! magnified view of the first
pulse.
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not affect the results since the concept of differential dif
sion is not meaningful if there is no dye in the measurem
volume.

D. Experimental errors

For the LIF experiments presented here, three ma
sources of error exists. These are photobleaching, fluo
cence reabsorption~or ‘‘trapping’’ ! and nonlinearity in the
fluorescence versus concentration characteristics. These
sources of error were investigated in detail and are descr
in Saylor;14,18 they are recapitulated below.

Disodium fluorescein and fluorescein dextran are susc
tible to photobleaching; this is the process by which const
irradiation of a dye molecule transforms it into a no
fluorescent state after a certain period of time. Photoblea
ing was insignificant for basic blue 3. The effect of ph
tobleaching on the two green dyes was minimized by puls
the laser for a period of time small enough to preven
significant amount of photobleaching from occurring. The
pulses were separated by a period of time, long enough
that the parcel of fluid in the laser focal region was co
vected downstream and did not receive a second puls
laser light. For the experiments presented here, the l
pulse was 130ms in duration and the inter-pulse interval wa
3.2 ms.

The reabsorption of fluorescence emanating from
measurement volume, as it travels toward the collection
tics, is another possible source of error. A detailed meas
ment of this error was performed and is described
Saylor.14 In all cases, there were no observable trapping
rors, meaning that these errors were smaller than the
overall system noise level.

Linearity of the fluorescence intensity versus dye co
centration was also checked in detail~Saylor14! for all three
dyes used. At sufficiently high concentrations, this plot w
saturate, or flatten out. However, linearity was found to h
at the dye concentrations employed in these experiment

III. RESULTS

Data were obtained from 28 jet runs in group I and 27
runs in group II. Each jet run lasted for one second dur
which 250 000 points were collected from each channel.
a result of the post-processing~which retained data only dur
ing the laser pulse and averaged within each pulse!, about
300 processed data points resulted from each run. The e
number of data points varied slightly from run to run due
the nature of the conditional sampling described in Sect
II. A total of 6000 processed data points were obtained
the group I runs, and 8000 processed data points for
group II runs.

In Figs. 6~a!, ~b! the data from the green channel of
sample group I run are presented. The raw data for the g
channel~disodium fluorescein! are plotted in~a!, and the
corresponding processed data in~b!. The units of intensity
for the raw data are volts from the PMT, digitized by th
A/D converter. As already remarked, these voltages are
early related to the dye concentration. From the proces
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcpyrts.html.
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data, a normalized concentration,c* , was computed so tha
the signals from different runs and from both channels co
be compared.c* is defined as

c* 5c/ c̄, ~6!

where c̄ is the average value of c for the run.
In Fig. 7 the processed data from a typical group I r

and a typical group II run are presented. For each group,
green channel is presented on the left and the red chann
the right. The group I plots@Figs. 7~a!, ~b!# display similar
behavior for the two channels, while the group II plots@Figs.
7~c!, ~d!# show that there is more small scale structure in
green channel than in the red channel. This is to be expe
since fluorescein dextran is much less diffusive than ba
blue 3, and hence should exhibit variations on much sma
scales; in the group I plots, for which disodium fluoresce
and basic blue 3 have comparable Schmidt numbers, the
ferences between the green and red channels are small

We define a variant of Bilger’s2 definition of the differ-
ential diffusion variable,z, by replacingz i andz j by cG* and
cR* . That is,

z5cG* 2cR* , ~7!

wherec* is defined in Eq.~6! and the subscriptsG and R
refer to the green and red channels, respectively. Figu
showsz for the first 250 data points of the runs presented
Fig. 7. The magnitude ofz is clearly larger for group II@Fig.

FIG. 6. ~a! Raw data and~b! processed data for the green channel~disodium
fluorescein! of a sample jet run.
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8~b!# than for group I@Fig. 8~a!#, and has non-zero value
over many different scales. It should be noted that the to
system noise level of 2%, indicated by the dotted lines
Figs. 8~a!, ~b! is much smaller than the magnitude ofz ob-
served, and cannot account for the observed behavior. T
data show that, even in the absence of inertial effects, dif
ential diffusion can be significant.

Part of the motivation for the present work was to det
mine whether differential diffusion occurs only at scal
comparable to the diffusive length scale, or whether it c
also exist at larger scales. Hence, it is desirable to mak
comparison between the size of thez-structures seen in Fig
8, and the Batchelor scale,hb . Following Smithet al.,4 we
definehb as

hb50.38C~x2x0!Re23/4Sc21/2, ~8!

whereC is an experimentally determined constant. It shou
be noted that estimates ofhb are fraught with uncertainty
sincehb depends on many factors, such as radial location
the flow and the assumptions made in estimating energy
sipation. Sreenivasan and Meneveau19 point out that estimat-
ing these scales to within a factor of 2 is probably not a
propriate. Specifically, values of the constantC in Eq. ~8!
have been found to vary dramatically. Dowling20 obtained a
value of C52.5, while Dowling and Dimotakis21 report a
value of C512.5. Sreenivasan and Prasad22 use a value of
unity, all for the case of a turbulent jet. In regard to t
experiments presented here, the Reynolds number is
tively low, and hence the turbulence is probably not fu
developed, further complicating the estimation ofhb .

In spite of these uncertainties, estimates ofhb were
made so that a qualitative comparison between a chara
istic diffusion length scale and the length scales observe
the z data obtained in the present work could be made. F
lowing Sreenivasan and Prasad,22 a value of unity was cho-
sen forC. The effect of the uncertainties inC on the results
is discussed below.

Using Eq.~8!, the estimated Batchelor scales for dis
dium fluorescein, basic blue 3 and fluorescein dextran are
mm, 14mm, and 3mm respectively. Invoking Taylor’s fro-
zen flow hypothesis to convert the estimated Batchelor sc
into time scales, one obtains time scales of 2.0 ms, 1.1
and 0.3 ms, respectively. The samplez-trace presented in
Fig. 8~b! displays structures which are frequently grea
thanhb . For example, the structure indicated in Fig. 8~b! is
26 times the larger Batchelor scale~for basic blue 3! and 97
times the smaller Batchelor scale~for fluorescein dextran!,
which is equivalent to 0.4 times the Kolmogorov scale f
the flow. It is noted that the use of Taylor’s frozen flo
hypothesis in this low Reynolds number jet renders this co
parison somewhat course. Nevertheless the very large di
ence between the observed differential diffusion scales
the Batchelor scale~e.g. a factor of 97 in the example note
above!, probably exceeds the uncertainties due to Taylo
frozen flow hypothesis, as well as any concerns about e
mates of the Batchelor scale, addressed earlier. For exam
the variation in reported values forC ~from 1 to 12.5! in Eq.
~8!, cannot account for the large sizedz-structures. More-
over, in the group II data, for example,z-structures which
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcpyrts.html.
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FIG. 7. Green and red signals for a Schmidt number ratio of 4~a, b! and 18~c, d!. Green signals are plotted on the left, red on the right.
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were 50 times the larger Batchelor scale were common,
even larger values were also observed. These data ind
that the diffusive separation of the two species is be
spread to much larger scales by the convection. In this w
diffusion has a distinctly non-local effect on the concent
tion field. This will be discussed in further detail in the fo
lowing section.

Thez time traces for all runs were compiled, and a pro
ability density function~pdf! was computed for both case
The pdfs for the two cases are presented in Figs. 9~a!, ~c!.
The pdf for group I@Fig. 9~a!# is narrower and taller than tha
for group II @Fig. 9~c!#. For both cases the peak in the pdf
located atz50 ~which is also the average value forz in both
data groups!. The pdfs have a slightly jagged appearan
which would probably disappear with a larger data set. C
vergence was tested by recomputing the pdfs using seq
Downloaded 01 Nov 2000  to 130.127.12.50.  Redistribution subject t
nd
ate
g
y,
-

-

,
-
n-

tially smaller subsets of the total data set. There was
significant change in the pdfs until less than 40% of the d
was used. Semi-log plots of the group I and group II pdfs
presented in Figs. 9~b!, ~d!. Included in both figures is a
Gaussian having the same standard deviation as the ex
mental data. The agreement between the pdf for the exp
mental data and the Gaussian is reasonable. In Table II
maximum, minimum and rms values forz are tabulated for
both groups of data. All these measures of differential dif
sion are larger for the group with the larger Schmidt num
ratio. The contribution of noise to the rms values ofz is the
total system noise of 2%. This corresponds to an uncerta
in zrms of 18% in group I and 7% in group II. This uncer
tainty does not explain the large values ofz observed, nor the
differences betweenzrms for group I and group II.

A compilation of the processed data is presented in F
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcpyrts.html.
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10 in the form of scatter plots where the green channel d
are plotted against the red channel data for each instan
time. The group I data@Fig. 10~a!# were better correlated
than the group II data@Fig. 10~b!#; the former data have a
correlation coefficient ofr50.97, while the latter have a
correlation coefficient ofr50.85. Perfect correlation be
tween the two channels (r51.0) would have resulted in al
points falling on the 45° line.

Because diffusion can occur only in the presence of g
dients, a comparison of the gradients of the species is ap
priate. In Fig. 11 the temporal gradients of the green and
channels are plotted against each other@Fig. 11~a! for group
I data and Fig. 11~b! for group II data#. The correlation is
better for the former~correlation coefficient is 0.91! than for
the latter~correlation coefficient is 0.71!.

IV. DISCUSSION

We found that the variablez, which quantifies differen-
tial diffusion was significantly different from zero. As show
in Table II, the rms ofz was 0.1 for the group I data and 0
for the group II data. This demonstrates that, even in
absence of inertial effects, significant and observable dif
ential diffusion can occur for Schmidt number ratios as sm
as 4. Visual comparison of the green and red channel sig
in group II measurements revealed both local diffusive
havior ~one channel being a blurred version of the other! and
non-local behavior~structures present in only one of th
channels!. These results are discussed in some detail be

We chose to normalize our concentration data to the
cal average,c̄, while Kerstein et al.10 and Bilger and
Dibble,3 normalized to the jet nozzle concentration,c0. Ap-
propriate comparison, therefore, requires a renormaliza
of the data. The work of Beckeret al.23 shows that the ratio

FIG. 8. Samplez traces for Schmidt number ratio of~a! 4 ~group I! and~b!
18 ~group II!. The magnitude of the system noise is indicated. The size
sample structure is indicated in~b! in terms of the Batchelor scale,hb for
basic blue 3 and for the Kolmogorov scale,h, of the flow. The two dotted
lines in ~a! and ~b! bracket the total system noise.
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c0/ c̄ is insensitive to the dimensionless diffusion coefficie
~either the Schmidt number or the Prandtl number! and is
well correlated by the relation

c0

c̄
5

0.185@x22.4d#

d
, ~9!

where x is the downstream distance from the nozzle ex
Becausec0/ c̄ is not a function of the Schmidt number, d
viding z and zrms by c0/ c̄ renormalizes them to the nozzl
fluid concentration. For our experimental conditions Eq.~9!

yieldsc0/ c̄526.8. The constants employed in Eq.~9! are not
universal and their exact values will probably differ for th
jet used here. However, for the purpose of comparing
presentzrms results to those of other authors, use of Eq.~9! is
thought to be appropriate, especially in light of the order
magnitude variation inzrms from author to author. The renor
malized values are presented in Table III, along with tho
due to Kersteinet al.,10 Bilger and Dibble,3 and Smith
et al.,4 and are referred to aszrms8 . The zrms8 values obtained
for both groups of data are smaller than those of Kerst
et al.10 The group I values are comparable to those of Bilg
and Dibble,3 and the group II values are comparable to tho
of Smith et al.4

No obvious trend or functional relationship betweenzrms8
and Pe, Re,x/d or Sc1 /Sc2 follows from the data compiled in
Table III. The results of Smithet al.4 showed a decrease i
zrms8 with increasing Re, at a given location in the flow. Sin
their experiments were done with constant Schmidt numb
this implies a decrease inzrms8 with increasing Pe as well. Fo
the experiments presented here, when Pe increased by a
a factor of 4,zrms8 actually increased, indicating thatzrms8 is
affected by more than just the Peclet number. While the fo
of Eq. ~5! seems to indicate that Pe1 and Pe2 are the only
dimensionless groups which affect this phenomena, it m
be noted that Eq.~5! provides]z/]T given local values for
the gradients and Laplacians of both species, as well as
local velocity. Most likely, Pe and Sc1/Sc2, as well as the
turbulence characteristics of the flow significantly affe
zrms8 , and a detailed parametric study is necessary to asce
the appropriate functional relationships between the relev
dimensionless groups.

The Schmidt numbers and Peclet numbers investiga
in these experiments are large, when compared to thos
typical gas phase flows. To some degree this limits the
evancy of the current results to combustion. However
should also be noted that the Schmidt number ratio, Sc1 /Sc2

for these experiments is comparable to those of gas ph
experiments~Table III!, and indeed our values ofzrms8 fall
within the range of those obtained in gas phase differen
diffusion experiments. What the experiments presen
herein have demonstrated is that even in the absence o
ertial effects, differential diffusion exists and is statistica
significant. This has been demonstrated for large value
Pe only and it is theoretically possible that this conclus
will not hold at smaller values of Pe or Sc. It is our opinio
that this possibility is remote, and suspect that a large cha
in any one of the parameters tabulated in Table III will sim

a

o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcpyrts.html.
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FIG. 9. PDFs for Schmidt number ratios of 4~group I,~a, b!! and 18~group II, ~c, d!!. ~b! and~d! are semi-log plots of the data. A Gaussian having the sa
standard deviation as the PDF is included in each plot.
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ply shift the location in the parameter space where signific
zrms8 values will be observed. For example, in reduci
Sc1 /Sc2, one may have to travel further downstream~in-
creasex/d) in order to observe large values forzrms8 . Again,

TABLE II. Schmidt number ratio,zmax, zmin andzrms for group I and group
II runs.

Group I Group II

Sc1 /Sc2 4 18
zmax 0.478 2.13
zmin 21.01 21.18
zrms 0.110 0.305
Downloaded 01 Nov 2000  to 130.127.12.50.  Redistribution subject t
nta more detailed study is necessary to ascertain these f
tional relationships.

Increasing Re and/or Sc decreases the scale at w
diffusion acts to smooth out the scalar fluctuations. This f
has been used as an argument for ignoring differences in
species diffusion coefficients in combustion modeling.2 The
crux of this assumption is that diffusion effects in the co
centration field exist only at diffusive scales. To better ch
acterize the time scale over which differential diffusion ac
we computed the distance between zero crossings,Lz , in
eachz-trace and then computed an average distance betw
zero crossings,Lz , for the group I and group II data. Even
wherez is non-zero and large for long periods of time ind
cate that diffusion is creating differences in the concentrat
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcpyrts.html.
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signals over large spatial extent~again, invoking Taylor’s
frozen flow hypothesis!. For example, ifLz is larger than
hb , then diffusion has had an effect over a scale larger t
the diffusive scale. To reduce the influence of noise in t
analysis, we considered zero crossings between which
extremum ofuzu.0.1 existed.Lz was 19 ms for group I and
18 ms for group II, the former being 17 times the Batche
scale. While some of the difference betweenLz andhb can
be explained by the variation in the constantC in Eq. ~8!, it
should be noted thatLz is anaverageof all the zero cross-
ings. For the group II data, instances whereLz was 50 times
the estimated Batchelor scale were common. And even
the smaller Schmidt number ratio group I data, values ofLz

FIG. 10. Green channel versus red channel for~a! group I and~b! group II.
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greater than 30 timeshb were common. In some cases,Lz

was greater than the Kolmogorov scale. It would be diffic
to explain these results by the uncertainties inC alone.
Rather, one would have to conclude that diffusive effects
spilling over to the large scales. While it is not possible
make statements about all turbulent flows from this study
a very specific type of flow, it is important to note that th
results contradict the general assumption that differential
fusion manifests only at scales smaller than the diffus
scales.

Manifestations of differential diffusion at scales larg
than the diffusion scale are not without experimental supp
from other researchers. Long24 presents image data obtaine
from a H2/CH4 jet entering an ambient air environment. Di
ferential diffusion between H2 and CH4 resulted in measur-

FIG. 11. Temporal gradient of green channel versus temporal gradien
red channel.~a! Group I data;~b! group II data.
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcpyrts.html.
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Downloaded 01
TABLE III. zrms8 , Pe, Re,x/d and Sc1 /Sc2 for the present work and from previous authors. The Peclet num
Pe, has been defined using the smaller Schmidt number of the two species. All values taken at the jet ce

Authors zrms8 Pe Re x/d Sc1 /Sc2

Kersteinet al. 0.025 4980 20 000 10 9
Bilger and Dibblea 0.003 1710 2650 10 15
Smith et al. 0.01 1320 8000 60 5
Present data~group I! 0.004 516 000 430 147 4
Present data~group II! 0.011 1.93106 430 147 18
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able changes in the Rayleigh scattering signal which w
recorded in the form of rectangular images. Typical imag
showed differential diffusion across scales on the order o
mm in a 4700 Reynolds number jet. This corresponds t
scale whose extent is about 100 Batchelor scales for C4

~about 125 Batchelor scales for H2), results which are no
dissimilar from those presented here.

When planning the present experiments, two mecha
tic models were used to anticipate how differences in
passive scalar field might manifest as a result of differen
diffusion. In the first model, model A, we imagined that d
ferential diffusion would manifest at scales of the order
the Batchelor scale only: larger scales would look essenti
identical for both dyes, the only difference being that t
structures would be sharper for the high Schmidt number
than for the low Schmidt number dye. At larger scales,
those much larger than the Batchelor scale, no differen
would be observed. For model B, we imagined that a blob
the dye mixture, located at the edge of a Kolmogorov-sc
sized eddy~say! would diffuse across the velocity gradien
into an adjacent eddy. If one of the dyes diffused prefer
tially into this eddy, the second eddy would contain bo
dyes, but the normalized dye concentrations would be
equal. Subsequent convection would stretch this region,
sulting in differences in the passive scalar fields across sc
larger than the Kolmogorov scale.

Support for both models exists in the data. In Fig. 12
plot of the data from both channels of a sample group II
is presented. Two structures labeled ‘‘A’’ in the figure, illu
trate how the low Schmidt number signal~b! is simply a
blurred or smoothed version of the high Schmidt num
signal ~a!, indicating a local diffusive effect. The region
labeled ‘‘B,’’ on the other hand, contain structures whi
exist in one channel, but not in the other. This, along with
zero-crossing results presented above, demonstrates tha
fusion across a velocity gradient has a significant, non-lo
effect on the concentration field in this turbulent flow.

Finally, it must be noted that a better understanding
the differential diffusion effects calls for spatial data of t
sort obtained by Kersteinet al.,10 and Longet al.24 We have
obtained similar data for the present jet described, but
smallerx/d values. Although these images revealed sign
cant differential diffusion at various scales, there was no e
dence of model B behavior in the preliminary data examin
to-date. We speculate, however, that the model B beha
will become more dominant at larger downstream distanc
 Nov 2000  to 130.127.12.50.  Redistribution subject t
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V. CONCLUSION

To the best of our knowledge, the experiments presen
here are the first studies of differential diffusion performed
the absence of inertial effects as well as the first experime
done in a liquid flow. We have shown that differential diffu
sion can be significant and observable in the absence o
ertial effects for Schmidt number ratios as small as 4. D
ferential diffusion was observed over a fairly wide range
scales. Our measurements in a jet of Reynolds number
taken 147 diameters downstream of the nozzle, yieldedzrms

50.11 when the Schmidt number ratio was 4 andzrms

50.31 when the Schmidt number ratio was 18. When app
priately renormalized, these values can be compared to th
of Kersteinet al.,10 Bilger and Dibble3 and Smithet al.4

We found thatz could be significant in magnitude ove
relatively large scales. These scales were found to freque
be larger than the estimated Batchelor scale, even taking
account the uncertainties in the estimation of the Batche

FIG. 12. Sample run for group II.~a! Green channel~fluorescein dextran!;
~b! red channel~basic blue 3!.
o AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcpyrts.html.
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scale. In specific instances, nonzero values forz existed over
scales larger than the Kolmogorov scale for the flow.

We conclude that model B behavior~molecular diffusion
across velocity gradients! may cause equal-diffusivity theor
predictions to fail. This behavior coexists with a strong e
ment of local diffusion~model A!. Further work will be re-
quired to determine whether or not model B behavior do
nates at higher Reynolds number.
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